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No.RRB/BSP/01-2018/Result/Part Panel-4/625

Dated: 23.06.2020

CEN 01/2018 (Assistant Loco Pilot and Technicians)
Provisional Part Panel-4 for the post of Assistant Loco Pilot &
Technicians against various categories
1.0

In continuation to the result notice No.RRB/BSP/01-2018/Result/Part Panel-3/614
dated 18.02.2020 and based on the option received from the candidate to consider
him / her candidature as per the lower medical standard, the result for the following
candidate is being declared and provisionally recommended to Principal Chief
Personnel Officer, Central Railway, Mumbai for appointment in the Railway:Category No. 134 - Technician Grade-III Signal
ROLL NO.
151027086960038

RAILWAY
CR

TOTAL - ONE (01)
2.0

The result of the above candidate is based on the option submitted by him / her for
lower medical standard as declared by the concerned Railway Medical Authorities
during regular medical examinations of the candidates.

3.0

On being empanelled, the candidate does not have any right to consider him / her for
remedical examination and also for higher medical standard post in future.

4.0

Candidature of the above candidate is purely provisional and liable to be cancelled,
in case of any inconsistency/deficiency in the data furnished by them in their online
application, appearing in debarred list, or, any malpractice on the part of candidates
coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment / appointment process.
It may be noted that merely getting placed in the provisional part panel does not
entitle him/her in any way to an appointment in the Railways.

5.0

While every care has been taken in preparing this provisional part panel, RRB
reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistakes.

6.0

Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false
promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment
process in the RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on
the merit of candidates. Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official
website for the updates.

Sd/Chairman/RRB/Bilaspur
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